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Sophia University Institute of Comparative Culture Collaborative Research Unit: Activity Report 

1. Title:

Network Studies
2012

2. Contact Person
Bettina Gramlich-Oka (*4065; gramlich-oka@sophia.ac.jp)

3. Other members:
Faculty members: David Wank, Shion Kono, Mathew Thompson, Caroline 
Hirasawa

Further members of this research group include scholars from Tokyo and vi-
cinity, such as Linda Grove, Thomas Harper, Kate Nakai, Gaye G. Rowley and 
Fumiko Umezawa. 

Also many post-docs and PhD students join on a regular basis.

4. Goal and Purpose:
The ICC unit, which was initiated in 2010 (please see Network studies HP), an-
alyzes cross-cultural networks. In a highly connected world, personal, political, 
or economic networks are often assumed (with suspicion) but seldom studied 
cross-culturally. The unit collaboratively comes up with a set of theories and 
models for prosopography and network analysis that consider groups as ele-
ments in society. The focus is not on the individual but on the individual with-
in the context of family, work, and leisure. In other words, the research unit 
highlights the importance of the places in which an individual is active and the 
function he performs within society. 

Panorama of Edo (now Tokyo) showing daimyo residences, Japan by Felix Beato via Wikipedia

https://jbdb.jp/#/
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The research project is an ongoing one with various time periods and regions 
as its concentration. 

As a start-up project we discuss the available theories, methods, and models 
for our network analysis. This knowledge serves as our foundation for our first 
focus, on the early modern period in Japan, an understudied era in regards to 
network analysis. The project “Intellectual Networks in Early Modern Japan 
and Beyond” focuses on various groups with an integrative analysis of a wide 
variety of writings. The conclusions will enhance our understanding of both 
the ideological realm, which informed policies ordered by the shogunate and 
the domains of the regional rulers (daimyo), and the practical realm of how 
these networks operated. The results will emphasize the traffic of ideas and 
endeavors among people from various backgrounds and stations in life beyond 
narrow geographic borders. 

5. Activities in Past and Future:
Since launching our research group in May 2010 the research unit has been 
active in various forms: (Please refer to our HP for details):

a. The unit meets monthly as a reading group, in which primary sources are 
read.

b. In addition the unit hosted altogether five workshops on Network studies, 
which were video recorded and are accessible on the Sophia Homepage OWC. 
In 2012 two workshops took place.

• Workshop 4.　April 14, 2012 

• Workshop 5.　October 20, 2012

 
Sophia University Institute of Comparative Culture presents the workshop

Networks in Early Modern Japan

 
 
 
 
 

13:30–14:30
Gaye Rowley (Waseda University, Tokyo): 
“Nakanoin Nakako and the Dragon Scale Scandal of 1609: Researching a Woman’s Life in Seventeenth-
Century Japan.”
Japan in the early seventeenth century was a wild place. Serial killers stalked the streets of Kyoto after dark, cutting 
down people at random; while in the imperial palace, at parties hosted by the Emperor’s principal consort, noblemen 
and women mingled freely, pouring saké for one another and enjoying performances by a group of itinerant young 
women whose abandoned style of dancing would come to be known as kabuki. Then, in the seventh month of 1609, 
Emperor Go-Yōzei discovered that a group of his courtiers and concubines had been meeting clandestinely to indulge 
in illicit sexual escapades. He was furious. Two of those who had rubbed the Emperor the wrong way were put to death, 
and the lives of several others were ruined. My talk tells the extraordinary story of one of the young concubines, 
Nakanoin Nakako, the only woman involved whose life can be traced from beginning to end.

14:45–15:45
Thomas Harper (University of Leiden, Ret.):
The Foundation Stones of the Chūshingura Legend: or, How do we know what we know about 
the "Akō Incident"?
The vendetta of the 47 Ronin from Akō—or the "Akō Incident", as Correctness conscious historians prefer to call it—is 
one of the best documented events in Japanese history. This fortunate state of affairs, however, is more the result of the 
work of Edo period literati than that of modern scholars. This talk will be a brief introduction to three of the men to whom 
we are most indebted for our knowledge of this fascinating Incidentincident.

16:00–17:00
Tove Bjoerk (Rikkyo University, Tokyo)
The economic structure of Edo Kabuki theaters and Ichikawa Danjūrō II as a Kyōhō-era manager
The Kabuki theaters of Edo were economic engines generating cash flows that sustained whole business networks of 
merchants, literati, artists, tailors, publishers, brothels, restaurants, and caterers. During the Kyōhō recession, the three 
theaters Nakamura-za, Ichimura-za, and Morita-za accumulated huge debts. Nonetheless, using the device of 
temporary permits, called “hikae yagura” and first issued in 1734, the Edo Kabuki industry would thrive until modern 
times, employing a managerial style in which expenditure would always exceed revenue. My presentation will 
investigate one of the key figures of the entertainment industry of the time, the actor Ichikawa Danjūrō II and his 
backstage activities.

Prior registration not required

Access to Sophia University: http://www.sophia.ac.jp/eng/info/access/directions/access_yotsuya
Campus map: http://www.sophia.ac.jp/eng/info/access/map/map_yotsuya

Date: April 14, 2012 
Location: Sophia University, Bldg. 10, 3 Floor, Room 301 
Time: 13:30 until 17:00 
Organizer:  Network Study Research Group (Sophia University)  
L anguage:  English 
Web: http://network-studies.org 

Sophia University Institute of Comparative Culture
7- 1 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo, 102-8554.
Tel:+81-(0)3-3238-4082. Fax:+81-(0)3-3238-4081. email: diricc@sophia.ac.jp
http://icc.fla.sophia.ac.jp

 
Sophia University Institute of Comparative Culture presents the 5th workshop of

Networks in Premodern and
Early Modern Japan

 
 
 
 
 

13:30–14:30
Rieko Kamei-Dyche (University of Southern California/Hitotsubashi University):
"Marriage Strategies and Familial Networks of the Saionji"
While conventional treatments of medieval Japan that privilege warrior narratives have been slowly augmented by 
scholarship revealing the continuing role of the court, the vibrant court culture and the roles played by courtier families 
remain underdeveloped in the literature. A fascinating case study is offered by the Saionji, a notable courtier family that 
developed extensive connections with both court and bakufu and commanded great wealth and influence. One of the 
reasons for Saionji prominence was their great skill at generating and wisely investing social capital, especially in 
building family relations with the major power holders of the time. Through examining these family networks, how they 
were developed and what benefits they brought the family, an unexplored side of medieval Japanese society comes to 
light.

14:45–15:45
Alexander Vesey (Meiji Gakuin University):
"Forging Karmic Ties: Buddhist temple networking in Early Modern Japan"
Working from a social historical perspective, this paper examines the processes that contributed to the expansion of 
Kanto area Buddhist temple networks during the 17th and early 18th centuries. Given the emphasis of "founders, " 
"lineages" and "schools" in popular histories of Japanese Buddhism, the internal coherence of Buddhist institutions 
seems a given. Local records, however, reveal a different reality as temple networks were also forged by negotiation, 
and at times hard-fought litigation. This presentation will use several case studies to consider the motives and methods 
that drove early modern Buddhist networking.

16:00–17:00
Luke Roberts (UC Santa Barbara):
Tosa’s Foreign Ties during Edo Period “Isolation”
Despite prohibitions of direct foreign contact during most of the Edo period, people of the domain of Tosa had many 
connections with and experiences of meeting with people from outside of Japan that linked them to informational 
networks spanning the world. This talk will center on the experiences of many foreign shipwrecks landing on the coast 
of Tosa and also discuss other connections to give a sense of Tosa domain’s ties to the world during this most unlikely 
time of “isolation.”

   Registration not required

Access to Sophia University: http://www.sophia.ac.jp/eng/info/access/directions/access_yotsuya
Campus map: http://www.sophia.ac.jp/eng/info/access/map/map_yotsuya

Date: October 20, 2012 
Location: Sophia University, Bldg. 10, 3 Floor, Room 301 
Time: 13:30 until 17:00 
Organizer:  Network Study Research Group (Sophia University)  
L anguage:  English 
Web: http://network-studies.org 

Sophia University Institute of Comparative Culture
7- 1 Kioicho, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo, 102-8554.
Tel:+81-(0)3-3238-4082. Fax:+81-(0)3-3238-4081. email: diricc@sophia.ac.jp
http://icc.fla.sophia.ac.jp

https://jbdb.jp/#/
https://ocw.cc.sophia.ac.jp/dep/comparativeculture/
https://2edff9ab-00d2-4eff-a8cf-088092b1f018.usrfiles.com/ugd/2edff9_61303965066b4a78802954ac729aa3f5.pdf
https://2edff9ab-00d2-4eff-a8cf-088092b1f018.usrfiles.com/ugd/2edff9_36dacaf98dee4d5ebb0ac169c88eb28f.pdf
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c. With the help of research assistants the prosopographical database is con-
tinuously fed.

d. Currently the database undergoes some fundamental changes, which 
will allow the next step: visualization. Two programmers are working on the 
frames.

e. The project was represented in 2012 alone at the following venues:

Bettina Gramlich-Oka (報告) “Social Network Analysis Applied to 
Tokugawa Sources,” presented at Frankfurt University (Germany), 
September 2012.

Bettina Gramlich-Oka (報告) “Confucian Rituals in the Tokugawa 
period as a Lens for Publics,” presented at University of Winnipeg 
(Canada), August 2012.

Bettina Gramlich-Oka (報告) “Applying Social Network Analysis to 
the Edo period:  Kudo Heisuke and his Network Domain,” present-
ed at Prague University (Czech Republic), August 2012.

Bettina Gramlich-Oka (報告) “Rai Shunsui and the Creation of a 
Network”「頼春水をとりまく社会的ネットワーク」, presented at Daitō Bunka 
University, Faculty of Economics 大東文化大学経済研究所 (Saitama, 
Japan), January 2012.

f. In October 2012, Gramlich-Oka introduced the ICC project unit in the Sophia 
Festival 2012.

6. Plans and goals:

a. The unit will continue the monthly meetings

b. An international conference in June 2013 and one more workshop in the 
fall of 2013 are in planning. 

c. The database will grow further (at this point 1000 persons are stored) and 
the visualization will become possible.

d. Bettina Gramlich-Oka will apply for a research grant from JSPS for 2013.

https://2edff9ab-00d2-4eff-a8cf-088092b1f018.usrfiles.com/ugd/2edff9_40539c8aa66c4c58a55c2990cba450e9.pdf
https://2edff9ab-00d2-4eff-a8cf-088092b1f018.usrfiles.com/ugd/2edff9_40539c8aa66c4c58a55c2990cba450e9.pdf
https://2edff9ab-00d2-4eff-a8cf-088092b1f018.usrfiles.com/ugd/2edff9_40539c8aa66c4c58a55c2990cba450e9.pdf



